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    Renewable Energy News

The Main Reasons Electric Vehicles Will Not Topple the Grid
August 4, 2022
During the first half of September 2022, a scorching heat... 




Human Behavior on the Transition to Household Energy Efficiency
July 12, 2022
In November 2021, the United States House of Representatives passed... 




The Solar Power Boom and Supply Chain in 2022
June 26, 2022
The year 2022 possibly shapes up to be a period... 




The Rise of Floating Wind Turbines in the U.S.
June 11, 2022
The wind energy source will never be the same with... 
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The First Large-Capacity Sweep Energy Storage System Has Been Announced
June 22, 2022
Toyota Motor Corporation and JERA Co., Inc. have announced that... 
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Promising Seaweed-Based Battery Delivers Hope in Sustainable Energy Storage
June 11, 2022
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Pattern Energy Launches the Biggest Single-Phase Renewable Energy Project in the United States
May 10, 2022
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The European Battery Regulation Proposal
May 4, 2022
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The Biggest Solar Renewable Energy Projects Across the Globe
April 4, 2022
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How Sustainable Are Solar Panels? Eco-friendly or Not?
November 7, 2023
As the world pivots away from fossil fuels towards renewable... 




The Overjoy of Rediscovering a Long-Lost Pigeon
August 12, 2022
One rare bird, which has remained an enigma since its... 




The Top 3 Talking Points So Far at COP27 in Egypt
August 11, 2022
The coastal city of Sharm El Sheikh in Egypt is... 




The World’s 3 Worst Plastic Polluting Companies
August 4, 2022
Let's face it; plastic pollution is slowly and surely draining... 




The Top 5 European Countries that Lead the Solar Movement
June 21, 2022
Traveling to any European nation, you will likely stumble upon... 
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            Industry NewsSolar Electric Fence for Cattle: Harnessing the Sun to Safeguard Livestock
November 12, 2023Christopher Bryson Standard
A solar electric fence uses solar energy to power an electric barrier, providing an eco-friendly and cost-effective solution for livestock management, especially in remote areas without grid access. Electric fencing has long been a reliable method for cattle containment, ensuring they stay within designated grazing areas while protecting them from potential threats.

The shift towards solar-powered solutions has gained momentum with the increasing …

 Read More
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            GreenHow Sustainable Are Solar Panels? Eco-friendly or Not?
November 7, 2023Christopher Bryson Standard
As the world pivots away from fossil fuels towards renewable energy, solar panels have emerged as a key player in the transition. These photovoltaic panels, which convert sunlight directly into electricity, now symbolize green energy. Yet, true sustainability is determined by more than just the end product. It includes the entire span of the solar panel’s life from cradle to grave. So, how sustainable are solar panels?

This article unpacks the multifaceted nature of solar panel sustainability. Here, we’ll scrutinize every phase, from manufacturing to end-of-…

 Read More
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            GreenThe Overjoy of Rediscovering a Long-Lost Pigeon
August 12, 2022Christopher Bryson Standard
One rare bird, which has remained an enigma since its last observation and documentation by researchers in 1882, has recently ignited the interest of specialists. Specifically, the black-naped pheasant pigeon has flown under the radar for so long, but ever since, there were still reports of occasional sightings from local hunters. After 140 years, this critically endangered bird has unexpectedly resurfaced in Papua New Guinea.

…

 Read More
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            Renewable Energy NewsThe Main Reasons Electric Vehicles Will Not Topple the Grid
August 4, 2022Christopher Bryson Standard
During the first half of September 2022, a scorching heat wave led the electric power grid in California to the brink of a possible blackout since state officials appealed to electric vehicle (EV) owners to let several hours pass by before they plug in their cars. The plea came from the state’s Independent System Operator, days after the approval by state regulators of a plan banning the sale of the latest gas vehicles in 2035.

Conservatives immediately took advantage of such a disparity as a surefire indicator of Democratic policy setbacks and …
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            Research & DevelopmentThe First Large-Capacity Sweep Energy Storage System Has Been Announced
June 22, 2022Christopher Bryson Standard
Toyota Motor Corporation and JERA Co., Inc. have announced that they are working on the first large-scale Sweep Energy Storage System in the world. This installation was created with the use of batteries from electrified vehicles. It was connected to the power grid and started operations on the 8th of November 2022.

Projections say that the demand for storage batteries will go up in the future. After all, they are becoming necessary as supply-stabilizing tools as people move towards …

 Read More
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